ABSTRACT. Objective. It has long been assumed that mandated reporting statutes regarding child abuse are self-explanatory and that broad consensus exists as to the meaning and proper application of reasonable suspicion. However, no systematic investigation has examined how mandated reporters interpret and apply the concept of reasonable suspicion. The purpose of this study was to identify Pennsylvania pediatricians’ understanding and interpretation of reasonable suspicion in the context of mandated reporting of suspected child abuse.

Methodology. An anonymous survey was sent (Spring 2004) to all members of the Pennsylvania chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics (n = 2051). Participants were given several operational frameworks to elicit their understanding of the concept of reasonable suspicion, 2 of which are reported here. Respondents were asked to imagine that they had examined a child for an injury that may have been caused by abuse and that they had gathered as much information as they felt was possible. They then were asked to quantify (in 2 different ways) the degree of likelihood needed for suspicion of child abuse to rise to the level of reasonable suspicion.

The physicians were asked to identify (using a differential-diagnosis framework) how high on a rank-order list “abuse” would have to be for it to rise to the level of reasonable suspicion (ie, first on the list, second, third, and so on, down to tenth). The second framework, estimated probability, used a visual analog scale of 0% to 100% to determine how likely suspected abuse would have to be for physicians for them to feel that they had reasonable suspicion. That is, would they need to feel that there was a 99% likelihood that abuse occurred before they felt that they had reasonable suspicion, a 1% likelihood, or something in between?

In addition to standard demographic features, respondents were queried regarding their education on child abuse, education on reasonable suspicion, frequency of reporting child abuse, and (self-reported) expertise regarding child abuse. The main outcome measures were physician responses on the 2 scales for interpreting reasonable suspicion.

Results. Pediatricians (n = 1249) completed the survey (61% response rate). Their mean age was 43 years; 55% were female; and 78% were white. Seventy-six percent were board certified, and 65% reported being in primary care. There were no remarkable differences in responses based on age, gender, expertise with child abuse, frequency of reporting child abuse, or practice type. The responses of pediatric residents were indistinguishable from experienced physicians, and the responses of primary care pediatricians were no different from pediatric subspecialists.

Wide variation was found in the thresholds that pediatricians set for what constituted reasonable suspicion. On the differential-diagnosis scale (DDS), 12% of pediatricians responded that abuse would have to rank first or second on the DDS before the possibility rose to the level of reasonable suspicion, 41% indicated a rank of third or fourth, and 47% reported that a rank anywhere from fifth to as low as tenth still qualified as reasonable suspicion.

On the estimated-probability scale (EPS), 35% of pediatricians responded that for reasonable suspicion to exist, the probability of abuse needed to be 10% to 35%. By contrast, 25% of respondents identified a 40% to 50% probability, 25% stipulated a 60% to 70% probability, and 15% required a probability of ≥75%.

In comparing individual responses for the 2 scales (ie, paired comparisons between each pediatrician’s DDS ranking and the estimated probability he or she identified), 85% were found to be internally inconsistent. To be logically consistent, any score ≥50% on the EPS would need to correspond to a DDS ranking of 1; an EPS score of ≥34% would need to correspond with a DDS ranking no lower than 2; an EPS score of ≥25% no lower than a DDS ranking of 3; and so on. What we found, however, was that pediatricians commonly indicated that reasonable suspicion required a 50% to 60% probability that abuse occurred, but at the same time, they responded that child abuse could rank as low as fourth or fifth on the DDS and still qualify as reasonable suspicion.

Conclusions. The majority of states use the term “suspicion” in their mandated reporting statutes, and according to legal experts, “reasonable suspicion” represents an accurate generalization of most mandated reporting thresholds. Our data show significant variability in how pediatricians interpret reasonable suspicion, with a range of responses so broad as to question the assumption that the threshold for mandated reporting is understood, interpreted, or applied in a coherent and consistent manner. If the variability described here proves generalizable, it will require rethinking what society can expect from mandated reporters and what sort of training will be necessary to warrant those expectations. Pediatrics 2005;116:e5–e12. URL: www.pediatrics.org/cgi/doi/10.1542/peds.2004-2649; child abuse, mandated reporting, pediatricians, suspicion.

ABBREVIATIONS. DDS, differential-diagnosis scale; EPS, estimated-probability scale.
At least 1 million cases of child abuse occur each year in the United States, and it is estimated that child abuse is present in >50% of families in which domestic violence occurs. Mandated reporting of suspected child abuse has existed now for >30 years, requiring individuals who interact with children in a professional capacity to contact child protection services whenever they have reasonable suspicion that a child has been abused. Despite wide variation in the actual statutory language, the majority of state laws use the term “suspicion,” and several major textbooks identify “reasonable suspicion” as the general, standard threshold for mandated reporting. An enormous literature exists to help identify conditions, injuries, and even behavior that warrant concern regarding possible child abuse. However, there is no substantive guidance for defining what reasonable suspicion and its related terms actually mean and, as such, little direction for mandated reporters as to what level of concern must be reported.

Both practically and conceptually, significant problems arise from this lack of direction: inconsistent reporting of (possible) abuse, unequal protection of children, inequitable treatment of parents, inefficient use of child protection service resources, and substantial ambiguity about the nature and meaning of the threshold in judging whether to report. These difficulties, in turn, are compounded by (1) the multitude of individuals who qualify as mandated reporters, (2) lack of education regarding what circumstances warrant reporting, (3) absence of meaningful oversight concerning actual reporting practices, and (4) reporters’ immunity from civil or criminal liability.

Of course, multiple factors give rise to the variability in how mandated reporters understand, interpret, and apply their responsibility to report suspected child abuse, including the circumstances of individual cases, perceived efficacy of child protection services, perceptions of blame, and personal experience with abuse. However, despite considerable investigation examining such causes of inconsistency, little research has examined possible confusion over what “suspicion” and “reasonable suspicion” mean. These concepts are fundamentally important, because they define the threshold for determining whether a report is warranted and hence form the basis for reporting practices. Various state supreme courts have affirmed mandated reporting statutes on the assumption that reasonable suspicion is readily understood and consistently applied by ordinary persons. However, there is reason to doubt this assumption.

If reporting practices are to be consistent, just, and effective in protecting children, a broad consensus must exist regarding the meaning and proper application of reasonable suspicion vis-a-vis child abuse. Moreover, the validity of current thresholds for mandated reporting depends on the existence of such a consensus. The present study investigates the extent to which a standard interpretation exists among Pennsylvania pediatricians for reasonable suspicion.

Methods

A 28-item survey instrument was developed after extensive review of the medical, legal, social science, and philosophical literature. Content validity was established through expert review, and the instrument was pilot tested with a convenience sample of medical students and then in a formal survey of pediatric residents. “Child abuse” was defined as comprising physical abuse, sexual abuse, psychological abuse, and neglect. Respondents were asked to indicate their level of expertise regarding child abuse, frequency of reporting, and prior education on child abuse and reasonable suspicion. Respondents self-identified their ethnicity using a standard list of options provided by the Penn State College of Medicine Institutional Review Board.

The survey instrument included 4 sections, 2 of which are the subject of this report. Using 2 different frameworks, these sections were designed to have pediatricians quantify the degree of likelihood needed for one’s suspicion of child abuse to rise to the level of reasonable suspicion.

The first framework involved a visual analog scale in the form of a differential diagnosis, a framework that is familiar to physicians and common in their decision-making (Fig 1). This construct required respondents to identify how likely (suspected) child abuse would have to be (as a potential diagnosis) to qualify as reasonable suspicion. The scale comprised a rank order list from 1 (most likely) to 10 (least likely).

In creating a differential diagnosis, a physician lists what they perceive to be the most common explanations for the clinical situation. Each possible diagnosis has (or can be assigned) a probability of being the correct explanation for the condition at issue. In clinical situations in which there is only 1 correct diagnosis, the collective probability for the entire list of (possible) diagnoses is ≤100%. Thus, although there is no minimum probability that the most likely diagnosis must possess, for a given diagnosis to rank first on the differential diagnosis its probability must be greater than any other (single) candidate on the list. Correlatively, when the probability of a given diagnosis exceeds 50%, its differential-diagnosis ranking must be 1.

The second framework again used a visual analog scale, this time involving numerical probability (Fig 1). The scale’s range was from 0% (no possibility) to 100% (certainty). A hard-copy survey asked respondents to mark an “X” on a 10-cm scale indicated at the point corresponding to the percent likelihood they felt was necessary to constitute reasonable suspicion. Marks were measured to the nearest 5th percentile. An e-mail version used bubbles that respondents could select in increments of 5%.

Procedures

With the permission of the Pennsylvania chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics, we distributed our survey to all member pediatricians (active, retired, and in training) in Pennsylvania (n = 2051). This database provided for at least 85% penetration of all pediatricians practicing in Pennsylvania. A letter of introduction invited participation, explained the nature and length (5–10 minutes) of the survey, and provided contact information for any questions. A check-box allowed physicians to refuse participation. The first mailing was sent by e-mail to individuals who had an e-mail address (n = 1273), and an e-mail reminder was sent 1 week later. Excepting those who responded, a hard copy of the survey was then mailed with a cover letter, reply envelope, and $5 cash incentive. A postcard reminder was sent to nonrespondents, and after 2 weeks a second copy of the survey was sent by priority mail. All distribution, collection, and tabulation of responses were conducted by the Penn State Survey Research Center. Individual surveys were coded for tracking purposes; once the data were entered, the code key was destroyed, rendering the data anonymous. The study received approval before survey distribution from the Penn State College of Medicine Institutional Review Board. Waiver of informed consent was granted in accord with federal regulation (45 CFR part 46.116[d]). Protected health information was not accessed for this study.

Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics were generated including means, medians, and standard deviations for continuous variables and frequency tables for discrete variables. Associations between demographic factors and reasonable suspicion were characterized by
using contingency-table analysis; significance levels were determined by Pearson’s χ² statistic and 2-sample t tests. The estimated probability was compared with the differential diagnosis by using linear regression.

RESULTS

Response Rates
The response rate was 61% (n = 1249), of which 8.7% (n = 109) were completed by e-mail. Forty-eight respondents (2.3%) refused participation, and 8 (0.4%) surveys were returned due to invalid addresses or deceased status.

Pediatrician Demographic Characteristics
As shown in Table 1, respondents comprised a diverse group in terms of age, gender, and practice setting, as well as reported experience and expertise in dealing with child abuse. It is notable that 94% of pediatricians indicated that they had received some kind of education or guidelines regarding what constitutes child abuse, versus 62% who reported receiving education or guidelines (again, unspecified) regarding what constitutes reasonable suspicion.

Differential Diagnosis
Wide variation was found in the thresholds that pediatricians set for what constituted reasonable suspicion (Fig 2). For 12% of pediatricians, abuse would have to rank first or second on the differential-diagnosis scale (DDS) before the possibility rose to the level of reasonable suspicion, 41% indicated a rank of third or fourth, and 47% reported that a rank anywhere from fifth to as low as tenth still qualified as reasonable suspicion.

Significant differences were not found for pediatricians’ DDS rankings with regard to age, race, board certification, level of expertise, reporting frequency, practice type, or previous education on reasonable suspicion. Females had a lower threshold (P = .05) with respect to DDS ranking of reasonable suspicion, as did respondents reporting prior education on child abuse (P = .02).

Estimated Probability
Pediatricians were asked to correlate the threshold for reasonable suspicion with the estimated probability that abuse occurred. Thirty-five percent identified the necessary probability as between 10% and 35%, 25% identified 40% to 50% probability, 25% stipulated 60% to 70% probability, and 15% required a probability of ≥75% before they felt that reasonable suspicion could be concluded (Fig 3).

For the estimated-probability framework, there were no significant associations for age, race, gender, board certification, reporting frequency, practice type, or previous education on reasonable suspicion. Regarding level of expertise, pediatricians who reported moderate or very expert status had a lower threshold (P = .004), as did respondents reporting prior education on child abuse (P = .03).

Differential Diagnosis Versus Estimated Probability
To compare individuals’ responses for the 2 frameworks, paired comparisons were conducted between pediatricians’ DDS ranking and the estimated-probability scale (EPS) score identified by each pediatrician. A strong relationship would have indicated that as the EPS score increased, respondents would designate a higher rank on the visual analog DDS (a rank of 1 being the highest). What was found, using linear regression, was only a very weak relationship (in the expected direction) between these 2 measures of likelihood (r² = 0.359) (Fig 4).

In quantifying reasonable suspicion, 85% of pedi-
To be logically consistent, any score ≥50% on the EPS would need to correspond to a DDS ranking of 1; an EPS score of ≥34% would need to correspond with a DDS ranking no lower than 2; an EPS score of ≥25% would need to correspond with a DDS ranking of no lower than 3; and so on. However, pediatricians commonly indicated that reasonable suspicion required a 50% to 60% probability that abuse occurred while also responding that child abuse occurred) is needed for reasonable suspicion, then the logic of rank-order lists tells us that “child abuse” would need to rank first on this individual’s DDS to qualify as reasonable suspicion, because no other possible diagnosis can be more likely than a diagnosis with a likelihood that is ≥50%. However, the vast majority of responses did not conform to this logic (Fig 4). This disconnect (between reasonable suspicion as quantified by the EPS versus DDS) raises troubling questions about how reasonable suspicion functions clinically. The EPS data suggest that pediatricians need to perceive the probability of child abuse as ≥50% before being willing to say that reasonable suspicion exists, but the data from the differential-diagnosis framework suppose a much lower threshold (approximately ≥25%). These conflicting results show serious inconsistencies and worrying variability in terms of how individuals conceive of and operationalize reasonable suspicion.

**DISCUSSION**

Our data show significant variability in how pediatricians interpret reasonable suspicion, with a range of responses so broad as to question the assumption that any general consensus exists. To our knowledge, this investigation is the first to systematically examine how pediatricians understand and operationalize the concept of reasonable suspicion.

One might expect judgment and experience to figure prominently into determinations of reasonable suspicion, yet our data show no significant associations in terms of age, years in practice, or practice type. The responses of pediatric residents were indistinguishable from experienced physicians, and responses of primary care pediatricians were no different from pediatric subspecialists.

Gender did approach statistical significance in association with the differential-diagnosis framework (P = .0503), but the difference was insignificant from a clinical perspective, and no similar association emerged with the estimated-probability framework. Although a statistically significant association was found with prior education on child abuse on both frameworks (P = .02 and .03, respectively), the absolute differences are of doubtful significance for clinical practice (4.7 vs 4.2 for the DDS and 47% vs 53% for the EPS). This is also true for reported expertise and EPS, because despite high statistical significance (P = .005), a difference in threshold for reasonable suspicion of 44% vs 49% on the EPS is unlikely to have discernible clinical impact (Table 2).

It is interesting that the majority of pediatricians reported very few cases of child abuse within the past 24 months, because although reporting practices do not go hand in hand with having reasonable suspicion, confusion over the latter likely contributes to the frequency of reporting. More than 60% of pediatricians reported prior education regarding reasonable suspicion, and yet we found no association between responses and such education. At the very least, this suggests that more attention is due the development and implementation of education about reasonable suspicion. In previous work we outlined steps for developing a more systematic approach to this issue.

Particularly striking is that >85% of individuals’ paired responses to the 2 frameworks for measuring likelihood were internally inconsistent. For example, if a given individual feels that a 60% probability (that child abuse occurred) is needed for reasonable suspicion to exist, then the logic of rank-order lists tells us that “child abuse” would need to rank first on this individual’s DDS to qualify as reasonable suspicion, because no other possible diagnosis can be more likely than a diagnosis with a likelihood that is ≥50%. However, the vast majority of responses did not conform to this logic (Fig 4). This disconnect (between reasonable suspicion as quantified by the EPS versus DDS) raises troubling questions about how reasonable suspicion functions clinically. The EPS data suggest that pediatricians need to perceive the probability of child abuse as ≥50% before being willing to say that reasonable suspicion exists, but the data from the differential-diagnosis framework suppose a much lower threshold (approximately ≥25%). These conflicting results show serious inconsistencies and worrying variability in terms of how individuals conceive of and operationalize reasonable suspicion.

Teigen has demonstrated that with rank-order lists, people tend to overestimate the probabilities of individual options, resulting in summed probabilities that far exceed the logical cap of 100%. Hence, the inconsistency demonstrated in Fig 3 is not necessarily surprising. There is no reason to expect pediatricians to have given extensive thought to the theoretical constraints of rank-order decision analy-
sis. That said, there is reason to compare pediatricians’ responses on the differential-diagnosis framework versus the estimated-probability framework. Both frameworks are useful heuristics for measuring likelihood, and both are commonly used in medical decision-making. No prior data exist that attempt to quantitate a threshold for reasonable suspicion, and as such, the juxtaposition of these 2 frameworks compares competing models. Moreover, if one begins with the EPS, it clearly is possible to extrapolate a rank on the DDS, although the reverse extrapolation is not feasible.

Hence, although the inconsistency between the 2 frameworks may or may not tell us much about individual consistency in thinking about reasonable suspicion, it does further undermine the validity of current reporting guidelines. In the absence of a well-articulated, commonly understood interpretation of reasonable suspicion, these data highlight the enormous variability and disconnect between different frameworks for understanding and applying reasonable suspicion as the threshold for mandated reporting.

The majority of states use the term “suspicion” in their mandated reporting statutes. According to legal experts,6,7 “reasonable suspicion” represents an accurate generalization of most mandated reporting thresholds. The rationale for designating suspicion rather than knowledge or justified belief is to set an intentionally low bar to achieve the maximum detection rate and trigger a professional investigation. In fact, courts have expressly prohibited mandated reporters, in determining whether to report, from exercising their own judgment of whether abuse actually occurred.35 The aim is to achieve the maximum detection rate possible (an admirable and desirable goal), and the prevailing ethos is that it is better to cast a broader net than miss catching a child at risk. However, the appropriateness of using suspicion or reasonable suspicion as a threshold turns on the
assumption that mandated reporters understand and apply this “standard” in a rational and consistent manner.

Given what is at stake, validating this assumption is particularly important for those in health care. Evidence of child abuse may be straightforward (as when a child or parent discloses it outright) or occasionally relatively easy to perceive through heightened awareness and good interviewing skills, but far more frequently one’s findings and their implications are ambiguous.

If significant variability exists in how individuals conceive of reasonable suspicion, some mandated reporters will be casting nets with very fine mesh, whereby the slightest inkling constitutes reasonable suspicion, whereas others’ nets will have huge openings, reserving reasonable suspicion for only the highest levels of confidence. With no standard gauge for the net that mandated reporters are supposed to cast, not only the efficacy of the system but also its equity is undermined. A system based on an ad hoc standard is no system at all.

The implications are compounded by the fact that all US states grant mandated reporters immunity from criminal or civil prosecution (provided that their report of suspected child abuse is made in good faith). Although such immunity may have a salutary effect on mandated reporters’ willingness to report, it is problematic in providing no check or balance of power, no recourse for nonmalicious reporting injustices, nor any ready mechanism for constructive feedback to educate mandated reporters about regauging their nets more appropriately.

Our findings call into question the underlying assumption within statutory law that (in the context of mandated reporting of suspected child abuse) reasonable suspicion is understood, interpreted, and applied in a coherent and consistent manner. State appeals courts have upheld mandated reporting statutes in part on the presumption that “reasonable suspicion” is readily understood and interpretable by any person of common intelligence. Moreover, they have assumed that it is only “on occasion” that mandated reporters will have to wrestle with whether reasonable suspicion exists. What these courts do not seem to appreciate, however, is that the possibility of child abuse is ever present as an explanation for children’s injuries and conduct. It is common to encounter a toddler with a bruise of unknown origin, an unexplainably angry 7-year-old,

---

**TABLE 2.** Association Between Respondent Characteristics and Responses to Differential-Diagnosis and Estimated-Probability Frameworks for Gauging Reasonable Suspicion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>DDS, P (Mean Score)*†</th>
<th>EPS, P (Mean Score)*†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of expertise (not at all/some versus moderate/very expert)</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.005 (44.3% vs 48.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board certified</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of reporting (0–5 vs ≥6 reports over the past 2 y)</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.05 (4.82 vs 4.57)</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice type (primary care versus subspecialty)</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous education</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable suspicion</td>
<td>.02 (4.73 vs 4.24)</td>
<td>.03 (47.3% vs 53.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child abuse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Because these mean DDS scores denote rank, a higher number connotes a lower threshold.
† Mean scores are in terms of rank for the DDS and likelihood for the EPS.
a fifth-grader who “says” that he fell from the monkey bars. As such, it is not on occasion, but instead typically, that genuine uncertainty exists as to the likelihood that abuse has occurred.

The US Supreme Court set the precedent >75 years ago that “[a] statute which either forbids or requires the doing of an act in terms so vague that men of common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application, violates the first essential of due process.”51 The Supreme Court subsequently held that, with regard to law enforcement, what justifies the policy of using reasonable suspicion as a standard is the fact that “those charged with enforcing the laws can be subjected to the more detached, neutral scrutiny of a judge who must evaluate the reasonableness of a particular search or seizure in the light of the particular circumstance.”52 The reason for this is that reasonable suspicion is a multifaceted, fluid concept that is “not readily, or even usefully, reduced to a neat set of legal rules.”53 The present data reinforce this view and further challenge mandated reporting statutes to look on reasonable suspicion as significantly more complex than previously supposed.

We have argued elsewhere8 that (in the context of mandated reporting) suspicion is best understood not as a belief but as a feeling that child abuse may have occurred. If this is so, then estimated probability may prove to be a useful framework for creating an effective definition of reasonable suspicion. People are comfortable with the concept of likelihood, from batting averages to weather forecasting.54 Expectations and responsibilities could be clarified across the board by states simply stipulating the percent probability that should trigger mandated reporting: 25%, 75%, or something in between.

Of course, such policy decisions involve social and political questions that will require not only public dialogue but also considerable empirical research about the costs and benefits of various cutoff points. Choosing an actual threshold will depend on the value our society attaches to different variables in this social calculus, for instance, how much we are willing to spend/invest to protect children from abuse; what would be the effect on child protective service resources; and so on. It clearly will not do to simply set the reporting threshold at the lowest degree of (estimated) probability, because there are potential costs associated with lowered thresholds and the increased investigation that would accompany them.

Nonetheless, the present data suggest that, at least with regard to pediatricians, the current standard for interpreting reasonable suspicion is essentially ad hoc and, as such, demands rethinking.

LIMITATIONS

Because of time and funding constraints, we did not contact nonrespondents to determine if they differed from responding pediatricians. Also, it may be incorrect to assume that the meaning of a differential diagnosis list is unambiguous and/or that probability estimations and their implications are well understood.30,31 Additionally, our methods may not have accurately assessed how physicians actually interpret and apply the concept of reasonable suspicion.

CONCLUSIONS

The present findings suggest that pediatricians hold disparate views on the meaning and application of reasonable suspicion. Additionally, our data show that some of these views are internally inconsistent. Child abuse is a critical social issue that affects the welfare of millions of children and families throughout the United States. Because health care providers form part of the bulwark for suspecting and reporting child abuse, the current findings warrant additional study. If the variability described here does prove generalizable, it will require rethinking what society can expect from mandated reporters and what sort of training will be necessary to warrant those expectations.
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